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BOSS Taboo Topics:  

From Jennifer Payne to Everyone: LOVE “Love on the Spectrum” - all seasons - and LOVE Rowan and 

Katie. Highly recommend to watch with the family. 

From Sara Clarke to Everyone: link for the Love on the Spectrum - 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1OncZwTVAMg 

and the FRIES image.   

Please feel free to connect with sarabranchingout@gmail.com 
 
From Kim VR to Everyone: If anyone needs my direct email to ask ANY questions: 

kimbranchingout@gmail.com  

 

Orangeville Banner: 

Top of mind community issues: 

From Christine Madden County of Dufferin to Everyone: affordable housing and homelessness 

From Norah Kennedy (she/her) FTP to Everyone: was just about to type the same answer Christine! 

From Anita Macfarlane to Everyone: Food Insecurity 

From Kim VR to Everyone: I agree with that 100% - big spreads on big issues are important 

From Kim VR to Everyone: Use the media to show how we know how to COLLABORATE in Dufferin 

County.... 

From Jennifer Payne to Everyone: Thank you for the excellent coverage, Melinda. Always love the 

articles, personal stories, and the occasional deep dive. We wrestle with how to get the word out, 

without funds for advertising. CSWB - or well-being in general - is a unifying theme with many layers to 

explore from there. 
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Re-creating DC MOVES conversation: 

From Sheralyn Roman to Everyone: The Directory is WHO, does WHAT, for WHOM. Then cross-pollinate 

the information for us all! 

From Anita Macfarlane to Everyone: Great example of a directory:  

 https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1BFpeVJL6OPf5RnmG_wdqlTBZApZuevh3rhbKb1Qyn4

k/edit#slide=id.g98c871a861_0_581 

From Colleen - United Way (she/her) to Everyone: Great conversation - I would love to have a listing of 

everyone! 

From Kim VR to Everyone: Who does what for whom? 

From Sheralyn Roman to Everyone: You know I think that’s a pretty cool idea. Organizations do this all 

the time to promote team. This is a way of promoting cross-organizational team building, fostering co-

operation and collaboration. 

From Kim VR to Everyone: THANK YOU to this amazing group of minds who show up and dive deep. 

THANK YOU Elaine for hosting and supporting us always. 

From Anita Macfarlane to Everyone: Could invite some of those who don't attend often to do a share 

presentation??? 

From Jennifer Payne to Everyone: Good idea Anita. I expect the list would have a lot of overlap with 

Volunteer Dufferin org members too. 

From Sheralyn Roman to Everyone: Just gonna drop this “idea” because I’ll forget it otherwise - that 

perhaps a portion of DC Moves becomes a VOLUNTARY platform where all those 150 members choose 

whether to register themselves as a DC Forum member/participant and if they do so - first, the onus is 

on them to register and secondly, that they are willing to give and to get and to collaborate. 

From Sheralyn Roman to Everyone: As well - I truly also feel like social media page is fantastic idea - it’s 

just simple. Simple is sometimes best. A moderator, lots of postings and shared information. I’m on 

several for specific medical information sharing and they are great forums for constant communication 

and information sharing. 


